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Outsunny 4-Seater Rattan Garden Furniture Storage Sofa Set Wicker Coffee Table Conservatory
Sun Lounger Outdoor Weave w-Cushion Brown

  View Product 

 Code : 860-091V70BN

  
 33% OFF   Sale 

£899.99

£599.99 / exc vat
£719.99 / inc vat
 

Select Shipping Method

 - 2-3 Working Days Delivery

 

Notes :
 - Please check door entry sizes before ordering.
 - Delivery is made to kerbside only.
 - Drivers do not unpack or position goods.
 - A 25% restocking charge will apply for all returned goods.

THREE PIECE SET: The rattan corner sofa includes a
two-seater corner sofa a two-seater sofa with a reclining
back and a storage coffee table. Seats up to four people
with plenty of room for them to relax. The rattan garden
furniture is perfect for bringing family and friends together
this Summer and beyond.
METAL WRAPPED IN RATTAN: The garden corner sofa
has powder coated rust-resistant steel ensures a strong
and stable base with the PE wicker making it sturdy
durable easy to clean and resistant to UV and light water
damage.
RECLINING SEAT: Located among the garden rattan
furniture sets it leans back to five different positions letting
you choose an angle which is most comfortable for you.
STORAGE TABLE: Underneath space of the outdoor
corner sofa is concealed by a side lift-up door a discreet
way to keep your garden dining area neat and tidy.
THICK CUSHIONS: Placed on the seats and backs and
on the footstool of the conservatory furniture so you can
sit comfortably all day long. Machine washable covers are
resistant to light water and stains. DIMENSIONS: Sofa:
62H x 130W x 64Dcm. Seat: 121W x 56Dcm. Adjustable
seat back: 31-62cm. Table: 24.5H x 58W x 58Dcm.
MAXIMUM LOAD: Sofa: 160kg per seat. Table: 50kg.
ASSEMBLY REQUIRED.
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